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Abstract

This paper presents a framework using Encyclopedia
texts to induce and generalize entities and relations ex-
isting in the corpus so that the extracted elements can be
used for processing more general text. We begin with
the general description of the sense model of the cor-
pus. We then formalize the approach of automatically
extracting and structuralizing entities and relations from
the corpus.

Introduction
Reading is the universal method of working with texts and a
way of acquiring knowledge. In many subfields of AI such
as automated reasoning, knowledge representation and rea-
soning, “knowledge” are the major ingredient in building a
machine with plausible reasoning mechanism. By building
a coherent set of beliefs, reasoning can then follow. Exist-
ing approaches, in which the knowledge experts codify the
knowledge and manually or semi-automatically enter into
the system, seem to be the most intuitive way to build up a
knowledge system from scratch. However, inconsistency in
the knowledge from the experts, inconsistency of the back-
ground theory and the semantics of the formal logic frame-
work and the worst, the tremendous amount of labor hour
in coding knowledge seems to be the bottleneck of making
the general knowledge system become a reality. Of course,
the most obvious solution is to let the machine “read” by it-
self, extract the knowledge codified in the texts and gather a
coherent set of entities and relations from the texts automat-
ically.
When the machine reads the text, it has to form hypothe-
ses about the relationships of different entities and relations
from the texts. Technically, it can be thought of a pro-
cess modeling a number of relations so that the concept
and possible world coded by the text can be represented in
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a structural way. It is this structural representation, rather
than the apparently random tokens in the text, to make the
formation of belief, propositions and reasoning possible.
Unsupervised learning of the relations from text seems to
be a good starting point of the previously stated difficul-
ties in building comprehensive knowledge systems. Cur-
rent state-of-the-art unsupervised learning methodologyhas
made some progress in this direction (Smith & Eisner 2004;
Widdows 2003), but the major problem of overfitting and
unbounded error hinders the direct application of this learn-
ing approach.
On the other hand, supervised and semi-supervised learn-
ing have demonstrated the potential of exploiting the cor-
pus with pre-tagged relations to enable a machine to dis-
cover a large set of relations. (Zhao & Grishman 2005;
Chenet al. 2006) Existing works have shown that using a
large data set such as the web corpus is able to obtain a huge
set of relations for applications such as web search. How-
ever, the relations extracted are not structured and lack the
inter-relationship. Also, it is still quite a challenge to extract
relations from text due to the inherent complexity of the nat-
ural language. These complexities, such as anaphora, quan-
tification, unbounded dependencies and in addition, noise
in the language data, make the process of building relations
from the text more problematic.
Current NLP research and computational linguistic research
provide an insight and formal model in explaining various
types of linguistic phenomena. (Bresnan 2001; Pollard &
Sag 1994) This explanatory power can provide part of the
solution in which the text, in syntactic form, is translated
into semantics. In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibil-
ity of using the linguistically sophisticated framework, with
appropriate training data using an emerging corpus, to build
up a set of relations that in a sense, to structuralize the way
the machine may perceive the possible world.
This paper is organized as follows: The next section con-
tains the background and related works. It is followed by
three sections on the model proposed for building up enti-
ties and relations. The final section gives the conclusions.

Background
In this section, we give an overview of the work in acquir-
ing the knowledge for reasoning from text-like resources and
state some of the inherent difficulties in approaching the goal



of machine reading. One approach is to extract general rela-
tions and knowledge from Treebank corpus (Schubert 2002)
using pattern matching. The corpus is first parsed using a
statistical parser trained by the corpus. The resulting parses
are matched against some hand-built patterns to extract the
predicate-argument relations of the sentences. However, us-
ing simple parse trees ignores the inherent complexities of
natural languages. Another method is to use psycholinguis-
tic motivated resources such as WordNet to extract and ex-
pand the set of relations (Clarket al. 2006) to facilitate
other inference tasks. Though it also gathers relations and
tries to form a set of proposition for reasoning, the target
corpus is not the general natural language text. The goal of
this work deviates from the goal of machine reading. Also,
it is doubtful whether the simple pattern matching in extract-
ing and expanding relations in WordNet can be extended to
more general texts in which the genres and writing style vary
greatly.
The general goal of complete machine understanding and
reading is still far beyond the current theoretical analysis and
computational capabilities. Recent development in compu-
tational linguistic, availabilities of new types of corpus, lin-
guistic and knowledge resources and advanced in machine
learning, however, can have the potential to stretch the en-
velop of the state-of-the-art development of machine-related
language tasks.
In this paper, we advocate that a plausible approach in en-
abling machines to process texts generally is to “guide them
to read”. This means that we are neither giving any non-
arbitrary reading items to the machine to train them to au-
tomatically extract the relations from texts, nor providing a
tagged corpus with pre-defined tags for the machine to learn
and extract relations. Instead, we are relying on some new
type of corpus such as encyclopedia in which the texts are
tagged based on the sense relation. By exploiting the link-
ages between different concepts in the encyclopedia, the ma-
chine gradually gathers a set of linkages relating different in-
dividuals and properties in which the machine perceives in
the possible world, mirrored by the encyclopedia. To enable
the machine to “read”, rather than extracting relations based
on the surface word orders running in natural language text,
we have to rely on some sophisticated computational lin-
guistic approach; HPSG (Pollard & Sag 1994) framework is
chosen as the major vehicle in converting the sentences into
semantic representation due to its wide empirical coverage.
Though the resulting group of relations is based on some
predefined corpus of encyclopedia, we believe that the rela-
tions learnt can be easily applied and extended to the other
texts.

Characteristics of Text Corpus
In this section, we explain the mechanism in which the rela-
tionships between entities, relations existing in the possible
world can be extracted, induced, and generalized from En-
cyclopedia texts. The generalized entities and relations can
then be applied to other more general texts so that the whole
set of entities and relations within the possible world as per-
ceived by the reading algorithm can be expanded when more
text is being read.

Figure 1: Sample entries extracted from Wikipedia,
showing some of the link structures between “reading”,
“writing” and “language”.

Encyclopedia Text
Encyclopedia texts provide hints and suggestions to the
relationships between entities and relations to the world.
They act as a foundation in which further information
between entities and relations can be generalized. This type
of texts has the following properties:

1. Partial Sense Linkage: The texts are partially tagged
with relationships. Given a sentence within the text corpus,
some words within the sentences are linked to the senses in
which the words represent. The linked sense may be other
essays or paragraphs containing more detailed semantic
description of the given word.

2. Linkage Granularity: The links pointing to the targeted
senses from a word should contain only that information
about the senses, irrelevant information should be avoided.

One recently available online encyclopedia is Wikipedia.
The senses are tagged and the link contains only the
information about the sense as shown in Figure 1. In this
paper, we will focus on the sense linkage inherited from the
Wikipedia to induce and generalize entities and relations.

Sense Model
The sense model describes the macroscopic relations
between different senses, pages and paragraphs within the



corpus. It also provides the mathematical foundation in de-
scribing the mechanism of entities and relations induction.
In the encyclopedia, each page describes a particular
concept in which the words represent. Each particular page
can be thought of representing the sense of the word. In
any pages, there are a number of paragraphs, describing a
particular aspect of the senses. In each paragraphs, there are
a number of sentences where in some of these sentences, the
words within these sentences are tagged with relationships
to the other encyclopedia page. These relations can be
summarized as follows:

Definition 1: (Sense Model)

Given a sensepi:
pi = <{paragraphij}, {insensen}>

paragraphij = {sentenceijk}

sentenceijk = < {wordijkm}, {relationp} >

For a wordwordijkm :

wordijkm = pm, if a link exists, pointing from the
current sensepi to the targeted sensepm. And,

wordijkm = 0, otherwise.

paragraphij :The paragraphs within the sensepi

sentenceijk: The sentences within theparagraphij

wordijkm : Words within the sentences.
relationp: Relations extracted from the sentencesentenceijk.

Detailed description on this attribute
will be given in next section.

insensen: The set of senses pointing from
other senses to this sense.

Example Consider the example in Figure 2, there are
three paragraphs within the sense “reading” and ten sense
links within these paragraphs.

Let p1 be the sense of the page “reading”.
sentence111 =< {pinformation, pwritten}, {relation1} >

0, if otherwise

sentence112 =< {psymbols, planguage}, {relation2} >

0, if otherwise

sentence113 =< {phearing}, {relation3} >

0, if otherwise

sentence114 =< {pentertainment, pfiction}, {relation4} >

0, ifotherwise

sentence121 =< {ppaper, pblackboard}, {relation5} >

0, if otherwise

sentence122 =< {pcomputer}, {relation6} >

0, if otherwise

Figure 2: Sense model of the entries of Encyclopedia, show-
ing the relationships between page, paragraphs, sentences
and words

For the paragraph:
paragraph11 =

< {sentense111, ..., sentence114}, {relationp} >

paragraph12 =

< {sentence121, sentence122}, {relationp} >

For the page:
p1 =

< {paragraph11, paragraph12, paragraph13, {insensen} >

Our Proposed Framework
Our proposed framework consist of three main phases: ex-
traction, induction, and generalization.

Extraction
The first stage involves extracting the static relations from
the corpus. The relation is static as it only contains the local
information of the relation, without linking to the other
entities and relations within the corpus.
We adopt the feature structure notation to describe the triple
due to the underlying extracting mechanism from linguistic
framework. However, any notation that shares the following
mentioned properties can also be used.

Definition 2: (Extraction Structure Model)
Given a sentencesentenceijk ∈ paragraphij , the relations
are extracted withrelationp as shown below:

<<

relation;

argrole1 : entity1; word1 : words;

argrole2 : entity2; word2 : words;

argrole3 : entity3; word3 : words;

>>



The relations mentioned are extracted from the parsing
result of the HPSG framework. The relation tuple is resided
in the SEM content of the feature structure of the parsed
sentence.

Example Consider the entry in Figure 2. For the first
paragraph, “Reading is a way of getting information from
something that is written. Reading involves recognising ...”,
some of the resulting static relations extracted are:

<< is; argrole1 : wreading; argrole2 : t1, argrole3 : t2 >>

t1 :<< get;argrole1 : winformation >>

t2 :<< is; argrole1 : something;

argrole2 : wwritten >>

<< Recognize;argrole1 : wreading ; argrole2 : t3 >>

t3 :<< make;argrole1 : wlanguage >>

<< Get;argrole1 : whearing; argrole2 : winformation >>

<< include; argrole1 : t4; argrole2 : wentertainment >>

t4 :<< Gain; argrole1 : winformation;

argrole2 : wreading >>

These extracted relations represent the local relationships
between the entities and relations within the sentences. In
the extracted relations, there are some parameter liketx that
represent the case in which a relation fills the role of other
relations.

Induction
After extracting the static relations from sentences, the next
step is to link the different entities and different relations
from the extraction phase.
The most intuitive approach is to find all the relations and
entities with the same name and linked them together.
However, this approach does not work. Like normal texts,
the texts within the encyclopedia also contain incoherent
relations in which the same set of entities exists in a mutual
exclusive set of relations. For example, it is common to have
3 entities namede1, e2, e3 existing inrelation and negation
of this relation. This is due to the fact that the encyclopedia
texts are edited by different authors and at different instance
of time and space. Thus, they may not use the completely
consistent set of words and concepts to describe things. The
link structure of the encyclopedia provides an invaluable
evidence to resolve this issue. Instead of taking a global
view of relations and entities, we take a partial view of
entities and relations in which the relations between two
closely linked pages are induced first.

By executing the induction algorithm as shown in Fig-
ure 3 on every entry in the encyclopedia texts, each pagepi

will contain an extra setrelation containing consistent re-
lations from the other entries to this entry. The step of Gen-
eration will be executed based on the extraction mechanism

Algorithm 1: (Induction Phase)
——————————————————————

Let relation = ∅

Givenpi =<{paragraphij}, {insensen}>

Let relationself = {Relation Extracted frompi }

For∀insense ∈ insensen,
For∀wordαβγδ ∈ sentenceαβγ

andsentenceαβγ ∈ paragraph
andparagraph ∈ insense
andwordαβγδ = pi

Generaterelationnew from sentenceαβγ

If relationnew is consistent withx ∈ relationself

relation = relation
⋃

relationnew
setrelationnew.argrolex = pi

end if
end loop

end loop
——————————————————————

Figure 3: Algorithm description of the induction phase

as shown in the previous section. The newly generated re-
lations will be compared against the set of relation induced
for the current entry by the level coherency. This step is
necessary as the texts within different entries may contain
inconsistent information and relations. The filtering stepis
performed to minimize the level of inconsistencies within
the set of relations. The appropriate argument role of the
newly generated relation will be set to point to the current
entry. The resulting group -relation, contains a coherent
set of entities and relations as induced from the encyclope-
dia.
The level of consistency is measured by whether the newly
generated relationrelationnew contradicts with any of the
relations in the current entryrelationself . The current algo-
rithm uses a simple matching method to filter relations. For
example, if the current entry contains the text “Reading is
mostly done from paper ...” is checked against the incoming
entry containing the texts “Reading is not done from paper
...”. The incoming relation is filtered out. More sensible
method should be based on how different the entities in the
argument role between therelationnew and relationself

of the same type of relation. In our current framework, we
adopt his simple checking method since we are still explor-
ing this research topic.
The result of this step will be a set of relations,relation,
with each element containing an appropriate argument role
pointing to the current entry.
Example Following the figure as shown in Figure 2 and
consider the entry from “school” containing the sentences
“For example: writing, reading, and calculating numbers
(maths). Many schools also teach arts such as music and
art.”
The sentence is first translated into the relation tuples,
relationnew and then matched against the entry “reading”.
As the entry is consistent, it is added to therelation. The



appropriate argument role ofrelationnew will point to the
entry “reading”.

Generalization

The induction phase groups different entities and relations
into relationships as modeled by therelation set. How-
ever, further generalizations on these extracted relations are
needed.
The generalization phase, as shown in Figure 4 can be
thought of deducing the cross-cutting properties in the in-
duced entities and relations. The generalized items act as
the basis for further general reading tasks.

Algorithm 2: (Generalization Phase)
——————————————————————
From the induced group of a particular sense:

relationnew of pi

role1 = ∅, role2 = ∅, role3 = ∅
relset = ∅

For∀r ∈ relationnew,
if pi ∈ {argrolex}wherex ∈ {1, 2, 3} then

rolex = rolex

⋃

r
end if
if pi ∈ {r} then

if r is not duplicate then
relset = relset

⋃

r
end if

end if
end loop

Forrolex wherex ∈ {1, 2, 3}

val =

(

tuplenumy

totalnumy

)

+

(

tuplenumz

totalnumz

)

+

(

tuplenumrel

totalnumrel

)

Define classcx wherecx contains
the tuple< R, roley, rolez, val >
wherex 6= y andx 6= z

end loop

Forr ∈ relset

val =

(

tuplenumx

totalnumx

)

+

(

tuplenumy

totalnumy

)

+

(

tuplenumz

totalnumz

)

Define classcr wherecr contains
the tuple< rolex, roley, rolez >

end loop

——————————————————————

Figure 4: Algorithm description of the Generalization
Model

Categorization Function:

The role of the categorization function is to deduce
how similar two entities are within the possible world of en-
cyclopedia. After executing the generalization phase, each
sense will have three new classes containing the information
of how they are related to other senses. These relations can
be of the three argument roles or in the relation. A value for
each tuple is calculated based on the following formula:

val =
∑

(

tuplenumx

totalnumx

)

where tuplenumx is the number of occurrence ofrolex

within a particular sense; and
Let totalnumx is the number of occurrence ofrolex within
the corpus.

These values measure how representative a pointing
entry is with respect topi. A more representative pointing
entry means that within the corpus, or within the structure
of the world spanned by the corpus, the pointing entry and
pi are more frequently related with respect to other entries
with a less value and will be used in reading more general
texts.

Extension with new text documents
In encountering the more general text, in which, unlike en-
cyclopedia, no sense linkage exists. All the information a
particular algorithm has is the surface order of the words
within the sentences and the paragraph information.
Using the similar strategy of the induction phase, the basic
unit of processing in handling the general text is a paragraph
and the notation of the paragraphs, sentences and words are
defined as below, except the words now have no linkage in-
formation. Also, the sensepi is undefined as the paragraph
now contains a lot of different senses, some may be conflict-
ing.

Algorithm 3: (Extension with new texts)
——————————————————————
Assumeparagrapha is being processed:
For∀sentenceab ∈ paragrapha

Extract the set of{relation} from sentenceab
Forr ∈ relation

For∀ known entities withinr,
Check whetherr and
the relations in therelation collected in
generalization phase are consistent.

If relations are consistent,
add this relation to the appropriaterelationset

end loop

For unknown entities,
Form new relationrelationadd containing

these entities.
If relationadd contains some entities
existing in the corpus

Build up a new link from this relation
to the target entities.

end if
end loop

end loop
end loop

——————————————————————

Figure 5: Algorithm description of the Extension Phase

The extension algorithm as shown in Figure 5 tries to
expand the current encyclopedia knowledge base with the



newly processed text. Theoretically, by processing more
texts, the base will become larger and can cover more re-
lations and entities in processing.

Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a mechanism in which different
entities and relations from the real world texts can be col-
lected and related in a systematic way by exploiting the on-
line encyclopedia. Through tracing the sense linkages and
the underlying texts, the entities and relations existing in
the world is gradually built up. These relationships between
the induced entities and generalized relations are reflecting
the way the world is structured and thus provide a ground
for further reasoning and inference mechanism. Though the
more general mechanism of reading raw texts is still a great
challenge to be overcome, we believe a structured knowl-
edge base of the world built up with mechanism as proposed
by this paper can provide more sensible and accurate rea-
soning performance when performing general text reading.
We will continue the further development of the model de-
scribed here. We will investigate a more complete algorithm
in dealing with more general texts with the relationships
of the entities and relations induced from the encyclopedia.
Also, the feasibilities of utilizing the external links of the en-
cyclopedia entries to further improve the set of entities and
relations will be investigated so that an larger set of entities
and relations can be grouped for further processing.
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